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VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to

monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. This application includes several
useful features such as: The ability to

backup and restore session details,
including the screen layout, mouse and
keyboard settings, session security and

any other settings saved in the registry or
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on the remote machine. Display your
local client version, remote client version,
the current logon to the remote machine
and the latest version of the program you

are running on the remote machine.
Displays the remote desktop connection
process and the time taken to establish
and close each connection. Copies the

current clipboard text between the client
and server, for example, clipboard text
which is copied to the clipboard on the
server will be displayed on your client.

Allows you to copy and paste files,
directories, DLL, EXE and shortcuts

between your remote session and your
client. Allows you to select, copy, move
or delete items from your client. Specify
the serial number of the remote machine
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and the serial number of the client which
will be used to identify the remote

machine or client. All sessions are kept in
a database. A session remains active until
you manually stop it, as well as unless a
logout or reboot occurs. VNCon starts

each session at the last time it was
stopped. This utility is configurable,

allowing you to specify the location of
your registry, desktop and documents

directories on your remote machine and
to change the location of the items that

are copied to and from the remote
session. VNCon Features: Interface for

Windows 2000 and NT4 Supports
Windows XP Supports Windows Server

2003 Supports Windows Server 2008
Supports Windows 7 Supports remote
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logins Supports screen sizes ranging from
25 cm to 75 cm Supports multiple

simultaneous sessions Supports hot keys
Supports remote administration with

lock/unlock Supports copy, cut, paste,
drag and drop, search & replace and

printer change. Supports drag and drop
for the clipboard and any files which are

set as read only. Supports remote
management of the Power options

Supports Send Mouse Click and Send
Key Press Supports drag and drop for
items in the desktop Supports drag and

drop for items in the documents and
desktop areas Supports drag and drop for

items on the desktop and
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VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to

monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. It is especially useful for home

users who have to remotely control their
PC using VNC (Secure Shell with SSH

tunneling) or VNC (which is insecure, but
VNCon will force your VNC connection
through a SSH tunneling). VNCon will
collect information such as CPU and

memory usage, network traffic (including
HTTP, FTP and POP3), screenshots of
the running screen and VNC connection

status. There is no centralised
configuration. All of this data is collected

in files and can easily be restored. The
data can be viewed or shown to you using
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a web browser. The web browser
interface is based on html and Javascript
so is easy to understand and use. VNCon

is free to use and does not require
registration. You can create up to a

maximum of ten profiles. Each profile
can have any number of windows

associated with it. For example, you can
have one window running and monitor it

but have ten windows with one each
running. VNCon will automatically

associate any windows which are created
and run with the correct profile. Features:
Monitor your PC using your web browser

Monitor your PC remotely Remotely
monitor any VNC session Generate

information about your PC Associate
windows to profiles Monitor multiple
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VNC sessions Control VNC session View
status in a web browser Control VNC

from your web browser View CPU and
memory utilization Send your screenshots
to your web browser Work with multiple

VNC sessions Monitor multiple VNC
sessions simultaneously View multiple

Windows from a single page in your web
browser View/control multiple running
VNC sessions Multiple configuration

options History/Backlog Multiple profiles
Multiple windows Multiple settings User-
friendly interface Easy-to-read graphics
Environment friendly View all CPU and

memory usage View your screenshot Real-
time VNC status View multiple windows
Maximum port numbers Multiple settings
Multiple profiles Icons/Gradients/Images
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Multiple user Multiple windows Multiple
options Multiple settings Multiple profiles
Multiple windows Multiple log/status files

Number of Profiles Multiple profiles
Multiple settings Multiple windows

Multiple log a69d392a70
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VNCon

VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to
monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. If you frequently need to remote
connect to your PC, use VNCon to take
remote control of a computer that is
runing VNC in realtime (fullscreen) with
mouse clicks and keystrokes. The
development of VNCon started when I
was using a PC connected to a LCD
projector on a a POS / client counter. It
was a PC running VNC in fullscreen and
the only way to access it from my mobile
was to unplug my cable to the PC. So I
implemented a simple VNC window app
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on my mobile and VNCon has been born.
It is now in the free mobile version
(without ads) and for PC users, the
official free version (with ads) is available
on Google Play and the App Store. This
project is written using ARC, a sort of
Java alternative, which is easy to learn
and allows to port quickly in a wide
variety of languages. VNCon features: -
monitor a PC running VNC in realtime
(fullscreen) with mouse clicks and
keystrokes - use other pc for the VNC
server or desktop app - use your PC for
the VNC server - free for PC and mobile
- clean design - lots of security related
features (password protect the app,
fullscreen usage, log user activity, enable
silent mode, hide keystrokes, etc...) - be
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able to record everything on your
computer screen or a video file To
develop VNCon, there is no special
requirement. You can use any IDE or
Eclipse. - Eclipse - After releasing the
free version, the paid version of VNCon
will support the two latest mobile phones
(iPhone, Android) with their Android
2.3.4 and up and iOS 5.0. If you want to
develop the app for more platforms,
contact me. - The app will not be ported
in Windows Mobile Requirements: -
Android 2.3.4 and up - iPad 1 and 2
(requires iOS 5.0) - iPhone 4 or newer
(requires iOS 7.0) - Windows XP or
newer Some screenshots: Screen 1:
Monitor your PC running VNC in
realtime (fullscreen) on your mobile using
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VNCon Screen 2: VNC connection details
Screen 3: Monitor your PC running VNC
in realtime (full

What's New In?

VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to
monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. VNCon allows you to select one of
several supported desktop environments
as well as select which of your computers
you want to monitor. Each computer can
be locked and the administrator will be
notified via email if any of your
computers are locked or exit
unexpectedly. VNCon is a free program
made available by Offensive
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Programming. VNCon is a simple remote
administration application which will
allow you to monitor your PC running
VNC on your LAN. VNCon Description:
VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to
monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. VNCon allows you to select one of
several supported desktop environments
as well as select which of your computers
you want to monitor. Each computer can
be locked and the administrator will be
notified via email if any of your
computers are locked or exit
unexpectedly. VNCon is a free program
made available by Offensive
Programming. VNCon is a simple remote
administration application which will
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allow you to monitor your PC running
VNC on your LAN. VNCon Description:
VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to
monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. VNCon allows you to select one of
several supported desktop environments
as well as select which of your computers
you want to monitor. Each computer can
be locked and the administrator will be
notified via email if any of your
computers are locked or exit
unexpectedly. VNCon is a free program
made available by Offensive
Programming. VNCon is a simple remote
administration application which will
allow you to monitor your PC running
VNC on your LAN. VNCon Description:
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VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to
monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN. VNCon allows you to select one of
several supported desktop environments
as well as select which of your computers
you want to monitor. Each computer can
be locked and the administrator will be
notified via email if any of your
computers are locked or exit
unexpectedly. VNCon is a free program
made available by Offensive
Programming. VNCon is a simple remote
administration application which will
allow you to monitor your PC running
VNC on your LAN. VNCon Description:
VNCon is a simple remote administration
application which will allow you to
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monitor your PC running VNC on your
LAN.
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System Requirements:

1.1.1 Supported minimum and
recommended hardware requirements for
the game: Graphics: CPU: 1.4 GHz Core
2 Duo E6400, AMD Phenom X4 970
RAM: 2 GB Hard Drive: 15 GB Video
Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470 /
AMD Radeon HD 5850 1.5 GB Video
RAM Sound Card: DirectX: 9.0c
Windows: 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 (32
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